NOVEMBER 10, 2019
HIGHLIGHTS OF MILAN DAY TRIP

Milan is Italy’s city of the future, a fast-paced metropolis where money talks, creativity is big business and looking good is an art form.

Experience a different region of Italy and visit Milan! We will travel together, taking the high-speed bullet train in the morning and see Milan’s most important sites: the Duomo Cathedral, the Victor Emanuel Galleria (above), the Brera neighborhood with its famous shops in Via Monte Napoleone, and much more!

Included: Private transport to/from campus to Rome train station, round trip train tickets to Milan, daily transport pass in Milan, private English-speaking tour guide, traditional 3-course lunch & all gratuities.

Cost: €190 per person

Spend the day in the world’s most important fashion capital!

Round-trip transport on the high-speed train! 360 miles in under 3 hours!

Included traditional Milanese lunch in famous Brera neighborhood!

Private guided tour of Milan’s historic center